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IIddaahhoo  PPOOSSTT  SShhoottgguunn  IInnssttrruuccttoorr  MMaannuuaall  

This Shotgun Certification Course Manual was originally compiled and edited by 
Anchorage Police Sergeant Ted Smith (ret.) around 1986; based on a similar manual 
written by Col. Jeff Cooper. That original material was given to students attending a 
Combat Shotgun course at The American Pistol Institute in Paulden, Arizona. Since 
then, this manual has gone through many revisions, adding new information, and 
deleting outdated or irrelevant information. 

This current revision is the result of years of experience by those who survived 
gunfights and learned from their successes, as well as their mistakes. Those lessons 
have been passed on so we may learn from them. We are always striving to keep 
techniques as simple as possible—for simple works in a gunfight. If there are two 
ways to do a task, we try to select the easiest one that will work all the time. This 
manual has been compiled by Anchorage Police Sgt. Ted Smith (ret.), Ofc. Phil 
Brown (ret.), Ofc. Jason Penman, retired Anchorage Police Sergeant and current 
Idaho POST Regional Coordinator Matt Bloodgood, and Idaho Falls Police Sergeant 
Allen Hall (ret.), with the intent that the information will help the reader be a more 
competent, confident, and professional peace officer. 

The information in this manual comes from many credible sources; the following 
lists only a few: 

*  Col. Jeff Cooper, Gunsite, The American Pistol Institute 
*  Clint Smith, International Training Consultants 
*  U.S. Department of Energy, Central Training Academy 
*  Roger M. Enoka, Ph.D., University of Arizona 
*  International Association of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors 
*  American Society of Law Enforcement Trainers 
*  Officers and Trainers of the Anchorage Police Department 
*  State of Alaska, Alaska Department of Corrections Training Center 
*  Alaska State Troopers 
*             Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training 
*  U.S. Marshals Service 
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OBJECTIVES: 
Upon completion of this training, the shooter will be able to perform the following tasks 

under the indicated conditions to the specified standards: 
1 –  List the four Firearms Safety Rules. 
2 –  List the five places the shotgun should be carried, or stored. 
3 –  List at least two places the shotgun should not be carried, or stored. 
4 –  List the four tasks the strong hand has when operating the shotgun. 
5 –  Explain the duties and functions of the support side hand/arm when operating the 

shotgun. 
6 –  Define the following range commands or activities: 

a. Make Ready 
b. Guard Position (Go To Guard) 
c. Clear for the Break 
d. Continuity of Fire 
e. Combat loading 
f. Buckshot patterning (“A, B, C” zones) 
g. Select slug drill (including when to use rifled slugs) 

7 –  Define the four color codes used to describe “Cooper’s Mental Conditioning for 
Combat”. 

8 –  On the firing range, demonstrate a proper firing stance; including proper placement of 
feet, arms, head, grip, isometric tension, and recoil control. This includes the different 
forearm gripping methods for shooting buckshot and slugs. 

9 –  On the firing range, demonstrate the proper use of the Compressed Surprise Break. 
10 –  Explain and demonstrate “Flash Sight Picture”. 
11 –  On the firing range, properly demonstrate: 

a. Loading and unloading the shotgun through the loading port. 
b. Ejection port loading. 

12 –  Explain and demonstrate the “Press Check” or “Touch Check”. 
13 –  On the firing range, correctly explain and properly demonstrate placing the shotgun in the 

following CONDITIONS OF CARRY: 
a. condition 1 (Action Carry) 
b. condition 2 (Transport Carry) 
c. condition 3 (Safe condition or Stored) 
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OBJECTIVES (cont): 
14 –  On the firing range, properly demonstrate placing the shotgun in the following METHODS 

OF CARRY: 
a. American sling 
b. African sling 
c. Transition drill 
d. Pocket carry 
e. Cross body carry 

15 –  On the firing range, demonstrate the correct procedure for clearing the following: 
a. “Double Feed” (shell latch malfunction). 
b. “Short stroke”  

16 –  On the firing range, correctly explain the uses, advantages and disadvantages of, and 
properly demonstrate the following METHODS OF DEPLOYMENT: 
a. Low ready, Indoor ready or Low guard position. 
b. High ready, Outdoor ready or High guard position. 

17 –  Explain the distances, pattern sizes, and shooting methods associated with the “A”, “B”, 
and “C” zones of the shotgun barrel/patterns. 

18 –  Describe the human body’s 3 natural body armors. 
19 –  Explain the purpose of the “Fail to Stop” drill and the “A, B, C Drill (aka “Pocket 

Drill”)”.  
20 –  Consistently demonstrate proper and safe shotgun manipulation.  
21 –  Successfully complete required shotgun qualification course. 
22 –  Successfully complete the Shotgun Course Written Exam. 
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 Shotgun Myths and Misconceptions 
A Brief History 

Many people (Law Enforcement Peace Officers included) have some misconceptions of 
what the shotgun can and cannot do. 

There is a variety of shotgun ammunition which makes the shotgun one of the more 
versatile tools available when either lethal or less-lethal force is needed. The shotgun is the only 
firearm that can deliver multiple projectiles in a variety of sizes simultaneously.  

MYTH: The shotgun’s recoil is severe and unmanageable by all but the largest and toughest 
“knuckle dragger”. 

REALITY: The shotgun (12 ga.) has substantial recoil (38-49 foot pounds of energy) that 
varies depending on the load selected. However, by using proper techniques, even the 
smallest Law Enforcement officer can easily manage the recoil and shoot the shotgun 
quickly and accurately. 

MYTH: The shotgun is much like a “blunderbuss” – just point it at something or someone, 
yank the trigger and everything downrange vaporizes in a cloud of dust and smoke! 

REALITY: The shotgun can be extremely precise in the delivery of multiple projectile loads 
(buckshot) at ranges out to twenty-five yards, and heavy (1⅛ oz.) slugs out to one 
hundred yards using conventional rifle sights. You are still liable for every pellet fired 
from the shotgun. 

MYTH: The shotgun is better used as a club or perhaps a as a jack handle because it is simply 
too inaccurate and too powerful for Law Enforcement applications. 

REALITY: The shotgun is a very poor club or jack handle – for very obvious reasons! It is an 
accurate firearm and the power, that which must be controlled by the shooter and that 
which is delivered to the target, both are quite manageable when properly fired and 
all tactical concerns are properly considered. 

The shotgun is the only firearm that can deliver (1) multiple hits, (2) powerful hits, and 
(3) simultaneous hits with a single shot. It is also very likely the most psychologically 
devastating tool the Law Enforcement officer can use, often resulting in subduing a suspect 
without having to fire merely because of the perceived destructive power. 

Because the shotgun is shoulder fired, it is inherently more accurate than a handgun. An 
additional advantage of the police shotgun, over other firearms systems, is that it is one of a few 
types of firearms that can be loaded continuously without having to take it out of service while 
loading. Also, the ammunition selection can be changed quickly, if the situation calls for a 
different type of ammunition (i.e. the select slug drill) In short, there are many advantages to the 
police shotgun that make its selection a clear choice for tactical deployment in Law Enforcement 
Applications. 
 

The 5 Places the Shotgun Should Be 
1. Stored (Secured): hanging from a sling on the shooter, locked in a gun 

rack, or otherwise secured. 
2. Guard: as with a pistol; proper stance, firing grip, butt stock mounted in 

“pocket” of shoulder, trigger finger curled on the safety (Remington 
shotguns, thumb on the safety for Mossberg shotguns), muzzle depressed 
low enough that you can see everything between you and the target area, 
vision downrange searching (hunting position). 
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3. Pointed In: proper stance, firing grip, butt stock mounted in “pocket” of 
shoulder, safety OFF, trigger finger ON the trigger (slack out), sights on the 
target, focus on the front sight. 

4. Continuity of Fire: loading and/or clearing a malfunction 
5. Maintenance: administrative — cleaning and/or repairing the shotgun. 

 

Places the Shotgun Should NEVER Be 
 Brandishing: pointing the shotgun indiscriminatingly at anyone or 

anything. 
 Dangling: anytime the shotgun is in the shooter’s hands and NOT in one of 

the five permitted places listed above. 
 “Elmer Fudd”: dangling from the crook of the shooter’s arm. 
 Military Shoulder Arms: resting with the butt in the palm of the shooter’s 

strong hand and leaning against his shoulder. 
 One Hand at the Balance Point: held with the strong hand grasped around 

the receiver, usually with the muzzle parallel with the ground. 
 Buttstock Tucked Under the Armpit: similar to mounted at guard, except 

the shooter has allowed the butt to shift under the armpit; usually to make it 
easier to keep the shotgun sort of in a guard-like position and usually while 
loading when only the strong hand is holding the entire weight of the 
shotgun. 
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 CONDITIONS of CARRY and C.A.M.S.S. 

THE THREE “CONSTANTS” FOR ALL CONDITIONS OF CARRY, AND FOR ALL NON–FIRING 
MANIPULATION OF THE SHOTGUN: 

1 – Muzzle in a safe direction 
2 – Finger OFF of the trigger. 
3 – Safety ON. 

The acronym “C.A.M.S.S.” is used to describe the five critical items that must be inventoried 
when determining the conditions of carry for the shotgun. Each letter represents a component in 
the order of importance beginning with the most important item. 

 C — CHAMBER: may be CHARGED or CLEAR 

 A — ACTION: may be (1) OPEN or (2) CLOSED & LOCKED or (3) CLOSED & 
UNLOCKED 

 M — MAGAZINE: may be FULL or EMPTY 

 S — SAFETY: ALWAYS ON for all conditions of carry 

 S — SIDESADDLE: must be full for conditions 1 & 2; may be FULL or EMPTY for 
condition 3 

Condition–1: ACTION CARRY 
C- Chamber is charged 
A- Action closed and locked 
M- Magazine full, (unless a slug option is available) 
S- Safety on 
S- Sidesaddle full 
 High or unknown risk level of call. A fight may be imminent. If the risk level of a call is 

high enough for the shotgun to be out of the car, then it should be in this condition. 

 A round of duty ammunition is chambered, action is closed and locked, magazine is full 
of duty ammunition; unless the shooter has the option to use rifled slugs. If so, then the 
shooter will leave the space in the magazine created when charging the chamber to permit 
a select slug drill.  

 The Safety is ON and the side-saddle is full. 
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Condition–2: TRANSPORT CARRY 
C- Chamber is clear (empty) 
A- Action closed and unlocked 
M- Magazine full 
S- Safety on 
S- Sidesaddle full 
 Also known as “cruiser safe” or “cruiser ready”. 
 This is how the shotgun should be configured when stored in the vehicle (rack or trunk). 

Required when using the Scramble method of carry with a carry strap (sling). 
 Chamber is clear (empty), Action is CLOSED and UNLOCKED (hammer is down), 

Magazine is full of duty ammunition, Safety is ON, and the Sidesaddle is full. 
 

To load the shotgun into Condition–2: 
1 – CLOSE and LOCK the action, FIRST. 
2 – Press check, verify the chamber is clear.(1st press check) 
3 – Fill the magazine full with appropriate ammunition. 
4 – Press check, verify the chamber is clear.(2nd press check) 
5 – Muzzle in a safe direction. 
6 – Safety OFF – Hammer DOWN – Safety back ON. 

 

 Three checks confirm a proper transport condition of carry: 
1 – Safety is ON. 
2 – Action bar lock is retracted. 
3 – Forearm (Action) is unlocked (loose). 

 

Condition–3: SAFE Condition of Carry (Stored) 
Short term storage: 
C- Chamber is clear 
A- Action open 
M- Magazine is empty 
S- Safety on  
S- Sidesaddle full or empty 
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Long term storage:  
C- Chamber is clear 
A- Action closed and unlocked (hammer dropped on empty chamber) 
M- Magazine empty 
S- Safety on 
S- Sidesaddle empty 
 The shotgun is being prepared for storage. 
 Chamber is CLEAR, The Action is OPEN. Magazine is EMPTY, Safety is ON, 

Sidesaddle may be full or empty (your choice). 
 For long term storage, the Action may be closed, and the hammer dropped on an empty 

chamber (ALWAYS Press Check BEFORE pressing the trigger and dropping the 
hammer. Follow steps 1, 2, 5, & 6 in Condition–2 above.). 

 

THE SHOTGUN “PRESS CHECK” or “TOUCH CHECK” 

The “Press Check” is the method by which you verify the condition or status of the 
shotgun’s chamber and magazine. A complete Press Check consists of opening the action just 
enough to get your support hand little finger into the chamber, if you expect it to be clear; or to 
touch the shotshell if you expect a loaded chamber, thus confirming the status of the chamber 
by feel, and then closing (and locking) the action. The right-handed shooter uses the left hand 
little finger, the left-handed shooter uses the right hand thumb for the Press Check. The right-
handed shooter may find it easier to get the left-hand little finger fully into the chamber if the 
shotgun’s fore end is cradled in the crook of the left arm. Remember that a press check is 
primarily something you feel, not something you see.   
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Note: A press check should be done during a lull in the fight; if engaged in a fire fight, the press 
check will be the press of the trigger and the hammer dropping on a live round! 

WARNING: ALWAYS PRESS CHECK FROM A CLOSED AND LOCKED 
ACTION, NEVER FROM AN OPEN ONE. 
If you attempt to confirm the status of the chamber by fully opening the action, a shell will 
be released from the magazine onto the shell carrier. When the action is closed, the shell will 
be carried up and chambered. If the Action (forearm) is unlocked and the Action Bar Lock is 
retracted, then the hammer is un-cocked, released from the sear, and the chamber will either 
be clear or holding a spent shotshell — the Remington 870 shotgun cannot possibly fire in 
this condition. Should you attempt to press check from this condition, you will most likely 
find that the extractor digs into your little finger (a result of the hammer under spring tension 
pressing against the rear of the bolt) and/or you will probably cock the hammer. 

 
A note about Remington (factory) extended magazine tubes — they can be 

installed incorrectly. Remember, when installing a Remington magazine tube extension, tighten 
the barrel retention nut (ring) FIRST, and then screw on the magazine extension. 
Tightening the barrel retention nut on the magazine extension first may not leave enough threads 
to hold the barrel tight against the receiver. This can cause the bolt lug and its mating surface 
inside the barrel hood to become rounded — both surfaces should be a crisp 90º match. If these 
surfaces become sufficiently rounded, the bolt lug could fail to hold the bolt in battery when the 
shotgun is fired. The result of the bolt opening under pressure before the chamber pressure has 
dropped to a safe level (zero pressure!) can be catastrophic — the receiver can easily rupture, 
causing substantial injury to the shooter. This is quite easily prevented by proper assembly! 

 
PAY ATTENTION!! 
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STRONG HAND TASKS 

The strong hand has only four tasks to perform, at least when it comes to running a shotgun. 
ALL other duties fall to the support hand. 

1. FIRING GRIP—with regular stock: The middle, ring, and little fingers of the strong 
hand wrap around the stock grip of the shotgun stock pulling the buttstock back into 
the pocket of the shoulder. The strong hand thumb must be straight along the top of 
the stock grip so it will not smack the shooter’s nose on recoil. 

 

 
Regular Stock     Pistol Grip 

 
2. TRIGGER—The strong hand index finger manipulates the trigger. 
3. SAFETY—The strong hand index finger manipulates the safety OFF. If the safety is 

ON, then the finger is curled on the safety. If the safety is OFF, then the finger is 
straight along the receiver (NOT under the lower edge of the receiver near the 
trigger). 
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NOTE: The SUPPORT HAND THUMB presses the safety back ON. 

 

4. ACTION BAR LOCK— The strong hand index finger depresses the action bar lock 
when it is necessary to unlock the action (to Press Check, ejection port load, 
download, etc.). 

 

 
 
 
NOTE: As soon as the action bar lock is pressed and the action is unlocked, the strong hand 
reacquires a proper firing grip BEFORE completing whatever task is in progress. 
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SUPPORT HAND TASKS 

The support hand performs all other tasks or functions needed to operate the shotgun or 
service it; clearing malfunctions, loading, running the action, press checking, holding the 
shotgun up, etc. 

LOADING: 

There are two methods of loading the shotgun. 

1. Magazine load 
2. Ejection port load 

1. Magazine Load: The most effective, error-free method is to load the shotgun by putting the 
shells into the loading port and into the magazine.  

Go to guard with the shotgun with the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.  

Hold the shotgun shell between the index finger and the little finger of the support hand with 
the brass part of the shell against the little finger and the shell resting between the palm and the 
base of the fingers. Bring both hands together and you will feel the trigger guard. Run the shell 
along the trigger guard and up into the magazine tube using your support hand thumb to push the 
shell into the magazine tube. 
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2. Ejection Port Load: An alternative method is to load through the ejection port when you 
are sure the shotgun has run dry. You will have to leave the action open to facilitate this 
loading method.  

Go to guard with the shotgun, muzzle pointed in a safe direction. 

Open the action and leave it open and grab a shotgun shell. Hold it the correct way (see 
above). Bring both hands together, using the trigger guard as a guide. Roll the shell into the 
ejection port and close the action. Press check if there is a lull in the fight to confirm that you put 
the shell into the ejection port and that the chamber is loaded. In the middle of a gun fight the 
press check will be the press of the trigger. 

The only time that you can ejection port load is when the shotgun is 
completely empty, otherwise you will cause a double feed and cause a 
malfunction! 
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UNLOADING: 

There are two reasons for unloading the chamber, 

The first is to clear the chamber from Condition 1, (Action Carry), to Condition  2 otherwise 
known as (Transport Carry or Cruiser Ready).  

The second is to unload the chamber to get the shotgun into Condition # 3 known as (short or 
long term storage). 

To clear the chamber for Condition 2  

Go to guard with the shotgun. Point the muzzle in a safe direction with the safety on. Depress 
the action bar lock to unlock the action. Pinch the back of the forearm grip and ease the forearm 
back slowly to the rear until the front of the shell just clears the forward edge of the ejection 
port. 

 

Depress Action Bar Lock  Pinch Forearm and ease back 
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Ease back until the front of the shell just clears the forward edge of ejection port. Roll the 
shotgun to the right. This allows the shell to roll out of the ejection port. Then close the action. 
Always press check from a closed and locked action. (See warning on pg 9). Depress the 
action bar lock and ease the forearm grip back just enough to get your little finger in the 
chamber. You are expecting an empty chamber so you need to dismount the shotgun from the 
pocket of your shoulder and have the buttstock lay across the bend at the elbow of your strong 
side. Put the little finger of your support hand into the chamber to confirm that it is empty, and 
then close the action. 

Only one press check is required when going from Condition 1 to Condition 2. Point the 
muzzle in a safe direction and pull the trigger to drop the hammer. 

  Do your three checks to confirm you are in Transport Carry. 

1) Action bar lock is retracted. 2) Action is loose 3) Safety is on 
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Close the action    Press check for empty chamber 

To unload the shotgun to go to condition 3 short term or long term storage. Go to 
guard with the shotgun. Point the muzzle in a safe direction with the safety on. Depress the 
action bar lock to unlock the action. Pinch the back of the forearm grip and ease the forearm 
back slowly to the rear until the front of the shell just clears the forward edge of the ejection 
port.  

Be careful not to bring the action all of the way back because you will cause the next 
round in the magazine to come out onto the follower. If that occurs close the action and start 
all over! 

Roll the shotgun to the right. This allows the shell to roll out of the ejection port. Push the 
shell carrier up until it stays up and pull the forearm grip the rest of the way back which will 
release the 1st shell out of the magazine into your support hand. Depress the shell latch located 
on the ejection port side of the gun with your support hand. This will release a shell from the 
magazine from the loading port. Continue until the weapon is unloaded. Visually and manually 
inspect the chamber and magazine to ensure that the gun is completely empty. 

Loading shotgun from Condition 3 to Condition 2. When changing the shotgun from 
Condition 3 to Condition 2, two press checks are required. If the action is open, close the action 
and do a press check expecting an empty chamber, (1st press check) load the magazine and 
press check again expecting an empty chamber (2nd press check.) Point the muzzle in a safe 
direction and drop the hammer. Do your three checks to confirm you are in Condition 2. 
ALWAYS PRESS CHECK FROM A CLOSED AND LOCKED ACTION NEVER FROM 
AN OPEN ONE.  See warning on pg 9 

CLEARING MALFUNCTIONS: 

TYPE 1: Failure to Fire   

The trigger is pressed and the hammer falls without firing. This is caused by 1) failure to cycle 
the action (short stroking the action) or 2) defective ammunition. 

The indicator is that the hammer drops and you hear a click.  

To clear the malfunction, cycle the action all the way back then forward, then finish shooting, or 
go to guard and assess. 
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TYPE 2: Failure to Eject  

This malfunction is also known as a “Smokestack” or “Stovepipe.” The spent shell will remain 
in the ejection port, usually with the shell partially sticking out the ejection port. 

The indicators are that there is slack in the trigger, the shell is partially ejected, and the breech is 
open.  

To clear the malfunction, it must be identified and with the support hand, reach under the 
receiver and attempt to strip the shell from the ejection port. You may need to cycle the action to 
charge the chamber once the shell is removed from the ejection port. 

TYPE 3: Failure to Extract 

This condition is sometimes called a “Double Feed.” The spent case has not been ejected, or 
extracted, and the live round is being feed into the chamber. 

The indicators are a slack trigger and the slide won’t operate forward or rearward. 

To clear this malfunction, you need to properly identify the malfunction. Depress the action bar 
lock and hold it while cycling the action firmly. If the malfunction cannot be cleared in this 
manner an alternative is to get out of the sling, depress and hold the action bar lock and strike the 
buttstock firmly on the ground, while pulling the forearm grip firmly back.  

NOTE: Ensure that the muzzle is pointed in a safe direction during the above procedure. 
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THE STANCE 

The 12 gauge shotgun produces around 42 to 49 foot pounds of static recoil energy, 
depending on the type of load (birdshot, buckshot, or slugs). That recoil must be absorbed, 
controlled and redirected. A balanced, powerful stance is needed for maximum recoil control for 
accuracy and rapid successive shots.  

A “Modified Weaver Stance” has proven to be just as effective for shooting a shotgun as 
for shooting a pistol. It is unique to each shooter but includes all of the following elements: 
Proper Firing Grip; placement of Feet, Knees, Hips, Shoulders (all in same plane); Arms—
strong arm elbow as high as possible (at least horizontal) to maximize the “pocket”, support arm 
directly below the shotgun forearm; Head (upright); Cheek—“welded” to the butt stock; Support 
knee bent to shift the body weight forward onto the balls of the feet, but the feet must remain flat 
on the ground. The primary purpose of this stance is maximum Recoil Control. 
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THE MOUNT 

The shotgun is quite powerful and can hurt the shooter. If it hurts you to shoot it, you will 
not like it. You most likely will not hit well or have confidence in your abilities to win fights 
with it. A proper MOUNT is probably the single most important aspect or technique of shooting 
a shotgun. A poor, or inconsistent, mount may cause injury to the shooter. It may increase 
fatigue, and cause improper cheek weld, resulting in injury to the cheek. Most importantly, you 
might MISS THE TARGET! 

To properly mount the shotgun: Grasp the pistol grip of the stock with the strong hand (finger 
OFF the trigger). Grip the forearm with the support hand, keeping the muzzle depressed. Place 
the lower part of the buttstock in the depression or “pocket” of the strong shoulder. Pull the 
buttstock firmly into your shoulder and raise the muzzle horizontally until the stock touches your 
cheek, without lowering your head to the stock. If the buttstock is in the correct position, the 
sights should line up naturally with your strong side eye. If not, raise or lower the buttstock until 
the sight alignment is correct and natural. Raise the strong elbow until your arm is at least 
horizontal, higher is better. Raising the elbow deepens the “pocket” and thickens the muscles 
underneath the buttstock. This is your built-in recoil pad. 

 

 

Lowering the elbow causes the muscles to thin, flatten, and angle toward the shoulder. 
That will increase the likelihood that the buttstock will migrate over the shoulder joint or your 
bicep when the shotgun is recoiling. One shot with the buttstock over the shoulder joint, or 
bicep, will probably change your whole perspective of the shotgun. It will not be a pleasant 
experience. 

The support hand lightly grasps the forearm of the shotgun with the elbow directly below 
the shotgun. The support hand DOES NOT pull the shotgun back into the pocket of the shoulder 
as this will bind the action. ALL the pressure pulling the buttstock into the pocket of the 
shoulder is with the strong hand. The support hand/arm merely holds the muzzle up. 

If all has been adjusted correctly, this will be your proper “mount” and “cheek weld”. 
The shotgun can push even the largest shooter around, but it will not hurt even the smallest 
shooter if it is mounted properly. 

The shotgun is an extremely effective Law Enforcement tool because of its inherent 
power and versatility, and because of the psychological effect it has on most people. 
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METHODS of CARRY 
  There are six different methods of carry which are considered to be SAFE and PROPER for you 
to use. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. These methods work well, not only with the shotgun, 
but with all long guns. The first four listed require that a carry strap (sling) be attached to the shotgun. 

 

1)  AMERICAN SLING (Strong side sling) — Muzzle UP behind the strong side shoulder. This is the 
method of choice for the officer who shoots a handgun with the opposite side “strong hand” than the 
shotgun – for example: he shoots a handgun right handed but shoots the shotgun left handed 
(common for the shooter who is cross eye dominant). 

However, this method will cause the shotgun to get “hung up” on the officer’s handgun if he 
carries it on his strong side and shoots both the handgun and shotgun from the same side. The African 
Sling offers the best alternative in this case. 

 

 

 
 

The method for bringing the shotgun on target from American sling is for the shooter to 
reach under the arm pit of the strong side shoulder with the support hand. Grab the forearm of 
the shotgun with the support hand; point the strong arm toward the target. Start to slide the sling 
off of the shoulder, as the barrel of the shotgun starts to point downrange toward the target the 
strong hand clears the sling and grabs the pistol grip or stock of the shotgun and acquires a 
proper grip. 
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2) AFRICAN SLING (Support side sling) — Muzzle DOWN behind the support side 
shoulder. 

 This method has several advantages over the American sling. It is low profile, quick to 
present, keeps the muzzle down and protected from rain and snow. It offers good security of 
the shotgun. This is the best method for the officer who shoots both handgun and shotgun 
with the same “strong side” and is carrying a handgun on the strong side. 
 
 This method of carry has the same disadvantages for the officer who shoots handgun and 
shotgun with opposite strong sides as the American sling does for the “same strong side” 
shooter (see above). 

 
 

The method for bringing the shotgun on target from African sling is for the shooter to 
grab the forearm of the shotgun with the arm that the shotgun is slung on, and thrust the 
shotgun toward the target. Once the shotgun is extended toward the target the strong side 
hand grabs the pistol grip or stock, rotates the shotgun upright to attain a proper grip and 
cheek weld. 
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3) TRANSITION — Used during a gun fight, when the shotgun is empty or has 
malfunctioned. This allows the officer to change, or transition, from the currently useless 
shotgun, to the handgun, without abandoning the shotgun. If the shooter has a team sling 
attached to the shotgun, simply roll the shotgun toward the support side, with the support hand 
grab the top portion of the shotgun and trap the shotgun to the body. Go to the grip portion of the 
presentation with your pistol and present the pistol normally. FINISH THE FIGHT!! After you 
have finished the fight or during a lull; service the pistol (Tac-Load or Speed-Load), holster and 
secure all retention devices (snaps, etc.). Then recover the shotgun and service it-reload or clear 
the malfunction.  
 NOTE: The intended “landing zone” for the shotgun is between your legs with the shotgun 
resting against your support thigh, not your groin! DO NOT throw the shotgun forward 
and let it go, you will not be happy with the results! 
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  If the shooter has a regular rifle sling and has to transition to the pistol because the 
shotgun is empty or has malfunctioned, they must dismount the shotgun from the shoulder and 
place the support arm through the sling, allow the shotgun to hang by the carry strap in the crook 
of the support arm (elbow) muzzle down. Present the pistol normally and FINISH THE 
FIGHT!! After you have finished the fight or during a lull; service the pistol (Tac–Load or 
Speed–Load), holster and secure all retention devices (snaps, etc.). Then recover the shotgun and 
service it — reload or clear the malfunction. 
 
 

    

Dismount shotgun from shoulder and place the support arm through sling 
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Normal presentation with the pistol 
 

5) POCKET CARRY — Muzzle up on strong side, hand reversed on pistol grip. The thumb 
may be hooked in a pocket or belt to support the weight of the shotgun. This is useful especially 
for the officer whose shotgun has no carry strap. This method offers good control of the shotgun 
(muzzle/trigger) yet can be quickly deployed if needed. 
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6) CROSS BODY CARRY — The strong hand is on the pistol grip. The stock is “windmilled” to the 
outside of the strong arm. The support side hand grasps the forearm. The muzzle is down, 
pointed toward the ground. This method is modified from the British SAS method, which has the 
muzzle pointed upward, similar to military “port arms”. This is used for rapid, long distance 
movement with the shotgun. It works equally well with a pistol grip type stock or conventional 
stock. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

METHODS of DEPLOYMENT 
 

Low Guard position, Low ready, Indoor ready – The butt of the stock is mounted in 
the pocket of the shoulder; muzzle depressed. The shotgun is in ACTION carry (Condition 1). 
This is the best method for law enforcement application of the shotgun. 
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High Guard position, High ready, Outdoor ready –Eyes, muzzle, target in a straight 
line. The butt of the stock is lowered to the waist area and held against the strong forearm. The 
muzzle is held up with the front sight in the line-of-sight between the eyes and the target. This 
method is acceptable for military or recreational use of the shotgun, but not Law Enforcement. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SHOOTING POSITIONS 
PRIMARY POSITIONS: 
Standing 
Speed Kneeling 
Double (California) Kneeling 
Braced Kneeling 
Military Prone 
 
Standing Position 

 
 

Address the target in the weaver stance in a ready position. Lean forward, bend the 
support knee and bring the shotgun up to the cheek and attain a proper cheek weld. Achieve bone 
support by keeping the support elbow low under the weapon and the strong side elbow up; to 
create a pocket. The elbow is parallel to the ground. Standing is a very fast position to get into 
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but must incorporate all of the aspects of proper mount, stance. To absorb recoil keep the support 
knee bent and the strong side leg straight. 
 

The standing position is highly mobile and fast to get into. 
 
Advantages of Low Profile Positions: 
 

Based on the experiences of those who have survived gunfights, it is reasonable to 
assume that your lethal confrontation will be a dynamic encounter. Prudence, as well as good 
tactics, suggests that movement of any kind will enhance your survivability. Getting behind 
cover is always a good idea. Make yourself as small a target as possible. Movement may be a 
surprise to the suspect. You make the suspect to respond to your actions instead of you 
responding to his. 
 

One of the disadvantages common to all low profile positions- you lose some degree of 
visibility over the tactical area as you get lower. The tactical situation in the “blind spot” may 
change without your knowledge while you are in the lower position. Therefore, never be in a 
hurry to jump up out of  a  low profile position, rather, recover to the next higher position slowly, 
at guard and be sure to do a 360* scan before recovering the next higher position. Be ready to 
continue the fight from any position, if necessary. Since it is tactically unwise to go into a new 
situation with less than a fully loaded weapon, service it while you are a small target. 
 

These concepts (movement, cover, smaller target, surprise, and distance) require tactics 
and techniques that are different than standing still and shooting like most of your basic firearms 
training on a square range. The following low profile positions take advantage of these concepts. 
Be aware of their limitations as well as their advantages. 
 
Speed Kneeling: 
 

Speed Kneeling is a rapidly assumed low profile position with many advantages. The 
shooter can assume an unexpected height at any distance from the target and conform to lower 
cover. Speed kneeling is not a supported position so the shooter can track a moving target, or 
switch to other targets quickly. Additionally, this position will alter the flight path of the bullet- 
if an adversary is in front of innocent bystanders. A head shot from speed kneeling (close range) 
would direct any projectile which over penetrates, above anyone behind the assailant.  
 

This position has the potential advantage of being a surprise movement that may 
momentarily catch your adversary off guard. Speed Kneeling is the quickest and easiest low 
profile position to assume and recover from. 
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 Assumption of Speed Kneeling is a two count process. It only varies from a normal 
presentation from the waist down: a step forward and drop to the strong knee. From the waist up, 
there is NO difference in the presentation. 
 
Double (California) Kneeling: 
 

 Double Kneeling is a rapidly assumed low profile position with many of the same 
advantages and disadvantages as speed kneeling. The shooter has greater variation in body height 
and can vary their profile to conform to available cover. Double Kneeling can be more stable 
since there are four points of contact with the ground, rather than three, and the shooter can lean 
or brace against cover. The shooter can lean way back or to the side. Double Kneeling is slower 
to recover from than Speed Kneeling. 

 

 
 
 Assumption of Double Kneeling is a two count process, varying from a normal 
presentation only from the waist down. The shooter rocks back slightly and gently dropping to 
both knees. From the waist up, there is no difference in the presentation.  
When assuming the position, the feet do not move. The knees are pointed diagonally toward the 
target the shooter is facing. The shooter should maintain a proper cheek weld with the butt stock 
high in the pocket of the shoulder.  
 
 The shooter may easily alter their height by putting their buttocks on the heels or using 
the leg muscles to support the body at the desired height. A word of caution,-allowing your butt 
to lower between your heels may injure your knees if your knees are not prepared for that range 
of motion.  
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Double Kneeling is an excellent position to conform to cover. 

 
 
 

To recover from this position; maintain a proper Guard with the safety on and trigger 
finger curled on the safety, do a 360* scan in Double Kneeling as you service the shotgun 
(combat load). The shooter should put the support side foot on the ground in front and recover to 
Speed Kneeling, stabilize, then recover to Standing doing a 360* scan prior to moving to each 
position and again after recovering to Standing. 
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Braced Kneeling: 
 

Braced Kneeling is a low profile supported position that helps stabilize the shotgun to 
increase accuracy at longer distanced. It is slower to get into and out of than Speed or Double 
Kneeling. The position restricts the ability to track a moving target. Elevation is also limited. 
Weapon stability is greatly enhanced. 
 

  
  
Step slightly across the center line of your body Drop down to speed kneeling 
 

 
Support arm elbow in front of the support side knee, 
strong side toes curled with buttocks sitting on lower 

leg and heel of strong side foot. 
 

Bone support is used to steady the weapon. The braced kneeling position offers the 
shooter maximum stability. 
 
 Assumption of this braced position is a two count process. It is similar to Speed 
Kneeling, except that the strong side buttocks come to rest on the strong side lower leg and heel. 
It only varies from a normal presentation from the waist down: a small step forward and across 
the body’s midline with the support leg, almost on line from the strong side foot to the target. 
The shooter then drops to the strong side knee and the buttocks rests on the strong side lower leg 
and heel. The toes on the strong side foot should remain curled up to allow the shooter to move 
quickly if necessary. The strong side foot and leg should support the majority of the upper 
body’s weight. The support side knee and lower leg support the support arm and shotgun itself. 
The support arm and leg should be perpendicular to the ground, providing direct bone support 
from the ground to the shotgun. The flat of the support arm, just above the elbow must be  
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placed against the flat of the knee to ensure a stable position. Placing the tip of the elbow on the 
knee cap makes a round surface on a round surface, which could create excessive movement. 
The strong knee should be set wide to create as big a triangle (support foot, strong knee, and 
strong foot) as possible 
 

Recovery and weapon manipulation from this position is the same as with the other 
kneeling positions: service the shotgun while a small target, recover to guard slowly from one 
stable platform to another, assessing the changing tactical environment as more is revealed. 
 
PRONE POSITIONS 
 
 Accurate shots out to 100 yds with a shotgun shooting slugs are possible using a proper 
prone shooting position. When a lower shooting platform is required and the shooter may have to 
be in a position for an extended period of time, either Roll-Over Prone or Military Prone would 
be a sound tactical choice. 
 
Standard Military Prone: 

 

 
 
 To assume the position the shooter goes to Double Kneeling and holds the support hand 
out in front and below the muzzle of the shotgun. Keep the butt stock indexed high in the pocket 
of the strong side shoulder. The finger is curled on the safety and the safety is on. As the shooter 
leans forward the support hand breaks the fall while the shooter rolls onto the strong side 
shoulder (keep your head erect and vision in the tactical area). The shooter then rolls over onto 
their stomach and chest while acquiring a proper cheek weld and grip. The support elbow is 
directly under the shotgun to support and control the shotgun. The support hand is open. Spread 
the legs just past shoulder width for stability. Make sure the toes are pointed outward and the 
heels are on the ground. Service the shotgun while in the prone position. 
 
 To recover from prone, simply reverse the steps doing a 360* scan prior to recovering to 
Double Kneeling. Attention should be directed on the target area, making sure you do a 360* 
scan before recovering to Speed Kneeling. Then scan again before recovering to Standing and 
doing your last 360* scan.  
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SECONDARY POSITIONS: 
 

Olympic Offhand: 

 
 

Stance is bladed toward the target with the support side hip thrust forward. The majority 
of the weight is on the support side leg. The support side arm and elbow are supported against 
the rib cage with the support hand open flat creating a self rest for the shotgun. The entire body 
rests on bone support without muscle tension. 
 
Squat: 

 
 

The shooter is in their normal stance and drops down to a squat position. The elbows are 
inside the knees slightly pushing outward as the knees are slightly pushing inwards to produce 
isometric tension. This is a good position if you have to change your elevation up or down. 
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Sitting: 
 There are three sitting positions and they are very stable. A shooter can stay in any of 
theses positions for an extended time. The three sitting positions are: Open leg, Crossed Ankles 
and Crossed Leg. While keeping the muzzle downrange, extend the support hand to the rear to 
brace yourself and sit down. Place your feet comfortably extended away from your body keeping 
your heels on the ground. Place your elbows on the inside of your knees and push out with the 
elbows and push in with the knees to produce isometric tension.  
 

 
 

Open Leg,                              Crossed Ankles,                  Crossed Leg 

 
 

To recover from the sitting positions the shooter must go to the Open Leg sitting position 
(making sure that the shooter does a 360* scan prior to recovering to each position). While 
keeping a firing grip on the shotgun, with the trigger finger curled on the safety, with the butt 
stock of the shotgun high in the pocket, place the support hand on the ground for support. The 
shooter moves their legs underneath them and recovers to “Double Kneeling”, scan, and then 
recover to Speed Kneeling. Finally, move to Standing, making sure to scan at each position.  
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Rollover Prone: 
 

 

 
 
 Also called “Chapman” Rollover Prone, this is a relaxed and stable shooting position, 
which most people can get into in seconds. The position begins standing at a good proper guard 
position. 
 

Assumption of the rollover prone is a four-count process.  
 
ONE- The shooter assumes the “Double Kneeling” position.  
TWO- The support hand lowers to the ground to stabilize the descent while fully extending your 
body forward (at the same angle to the target as when standing).  
THREE- Rotate your upper body so you land on your strong side shoulder. (Do not land on your 
elbow-it takes about12 pounds of force to break/dislocate the elbow).Make sure the buttstock of 
the shotgun in high in the pocket of your shoulder and your trigger finger is curled on the safety, 
with the safety on.  
FOUR- Position the strong side forearm flat on the ground. Maintain a proper cheek weld and 
grip with the shotgun, aligning your sights on the target. Relax your head on the buttstock of the 
shotgun. Your support hand is placed on the side of the forearm. This can be used to change the 
elevation of the shotgun muzzle. Bend your support side knee and place the support side ankle 
behind your strong side knee. Pull the support side knee up toward the chest to rotate the 
abdomen and diaphragm off the ground. This will make breathing easier and minimize the 
effects of breathing on shot placement. The strong side foot must lay flat and motionless-any 
movement of the foot will translate to movement of the muzzle. Your upper body and strong side 
leg should be fairly straight and at some angle to the target, not straight toward it. The greater the 
angle to the target, the more comfortable and efficient the position can be. 
 
 Service the shotgun while in the prone position. To recover from prone, simply reverse 
the steps and return slowly to “Double Kneeling”, at Guard, recover to “Speed Kneeling” then to 
“Standing.” 
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PATTERNING WITH BUCKSHOT 
Every shotgun barrel is different. You must know how your individual shotgun shoots. 

Knowing your shotgun pattern will help you be a more effective shooter. Shotgun patterns will 
vary from shotgun to shotgun. They may also vary with different ammunition. 
 

To pattern your shotgun, set up a target and shoot the target from the distances of 5, 7, 10, 
15, and 25 yards. Between each of the shots make sure you can account for all of the pellets 
fired. Then measure the distance between the farthest two holes and record your data. The 
measurements must be repeated for each distance. If you can not account for all the pellets, then 
you need to shoot that distance again. Once you have the data, record the information somewhere 
on the shotgun so you have immediate access to the information. 

A–B–C ZONES 

A zone – 0 to ± 7 yards – Muzzle sized to fist sized pattern. Small pattern, shoot the shotgun 
like a rifle. 

B zone – ± 7 yards to ± 25 yards – Fist sized to chest sized pattern. Shoot center of mass. The 
pattern will compensate for slight errors in sight alignment or trigger manipulation. 

C zone – 25 yards and beyond – chest sized pattern or larger. Select slug, shoot the shotgun like 
a rifle. 

 

MALFUNCTIONS, JAMS, & BARREL OBSTRUCTIONS 

 
Double feed  

The shooter failed to push the shell past the shell latches. Shell latches may 
need to be re–staked. If there is a “flex–tab” kit in the shotgun, the shooter 
will probably not notice the malfunction. If the shotgun has old style parts 
in the receiver, depress the action bar lock lever, put the butt against your 
leg, and use both hands to force the action open. 

 
Short stroke  

The shooter failed to run the action through its full range of motion. Use the 
support hand to remove any shell stuck in ejection port. Close the action to 
continue shooting. 

 
Barrel 
obstructions  

MUST NOT BE SHOT OUT OF THE BORE!!!!!  Any suspected barrel 
obstruction must be removed by pushing it out with a cleaning rod or a 
wooden dowel. Shooting out an obstruction will probably result in injury to 
the shooter and the destruction of the shotgun. 
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THE SELECT SLUG DRILL 

The select slug drill is an immediate action drill which converts your shotgun into an 
accurate heavy rifle. The shotgun should have rifle sights before slugs are used. A bead sight is 
simply not precise enough to be accurate. “Ghost Ring” rear sights are the preferred sight 
system. 

The shooter will keep the shotgun in the pocket of the shoulder at all times during the 
select slug drill. This allows the shooter to be ready for follow up shots if necessary. 

The shooter first obtains a rifled slug round from the ammunition carrier, with the correct 
hand hold (crimp against index finger, rim against little finger of support hand). The shooter then 
loads the slug round into the magazine. After the round is past the shell latches in the magazine, 
the shooter presses the action bar lock (with strong hand index finger), sharply manipulates the 
action ejecting a live round of buckshot from the chamber and loading the chamber with a rifled 
slug round. The shotgun is ready to fire the rifled slug round. You must remember the 
characteristics of the new ammunition. The shooter must be even more aware of the background 
of the target due to the ability and likelihood of the rifled slug to over penetrate a target. 

 
NOTE: The Shooter must be qualified with slugs to have a slug option. The shooter goes 

from Condition 2, Transport Carry to Condition 1, Action Carry, by running the action hard to 
chamber the buckshot round and press check. The shooter is now in Action carry and if they are 
not qualified with slugs, they will replace the buckshot round in the magazine to fill the 
magazine to its fullest capacity. If the shooter is slug qualified they will keep that slot open to 
select a slug if so desired. 

ZERO OF THE SHOTGUN WITH SLUGS 

When initially setting up the shotgun to be used with rifled slugs, the sights should be 
zeroed to point of aim/point of impact at 75 yards. This will allow the shooter to use the shotgun 
with slugs out to 125 yards without the need to hold over the target to correct for trajectory of the 
ammunition. Zero should be from a braced or bench rest position. 

 
You must shoot at least three rounds to confirm zero.  

 
Note: All shots should be done from a select slug drill to reinforce select slug operation 

of the shotgun. 

WHEN TO USE RIFLED SLUG AMMUNITION 

Rifled slugs may be utilized instead of buckshot ammunition in the following situations: 
1. When selective accuracy is required. 
2. When penetration is required to engage a target, such as a target behind cover (a 

car door or a wall). 
3. When dispatching a large animal. 
4. When the target is beyond the effective range of the buckshot load (C–zone). 
5. Any time that the officer decides that the use of the rifled slug would add to their 

safety, or to the safety of the public. 
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NOTE: This handout describes techniques that apply primarily to the Remington 
870 shotgun. These techniques are equally suited to any shotgun — except that specific 
manipulations may need to be tailored to work properly with different models of shotguns. 

 

MOSSBERG 500 FEATURES 

The general operation of the Remington 870 and the Mossberg 500 are similar. There are 
some significant differences between the two weapon systems. Notably, the safety is located 
along the back of the receiver on a Mossberg 500, instead of along the trigger guard on the 
Remington 870. 

 
MOSSBERG 500 SAFETY LOCATION 

 

 
 

Mossberg 500 Slide Safety 
 
Because the safety is located on the top, rear portion of the receiver, shooters will have to 

rest their strong side thumb on the safety to function it. This is more difficult with a pistol grip 
stock. See the attached Mossberg 500 Operations Manual for more information. 

 
MOSSBERG 500 ACTION BAR LOCK 

 
The Action Bar Lock is located to the rear, left side of the trigger guard on a Mossberg 

500. It functions in the same manner as the Action Bar Lock on the Remington 870, but is 
located further back than on the Remington 870. 
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Mossberg 500 Action Bar Lock 
 
When the Mossberg 500 action is closed and locked, the Action Bar Lock will be 

extended. When the action is unlocked, the Action Bar Lock will be recessed.  
 

MOSSBERG 500 ELEVATOR 
 

The Mossberg 500 Elevator is different in design than in the Remington 870, but 
generally functions in the same way. However, because the elevator is designed differently, the 
appearance of the elevator will be different depending on the status of the action- whether the 
action is open, or closed. 

 
 

 
 

MOSSBERG 500 OPEN ACTION ELEVATOR POSITION 
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When the Mossberg 500 action is open, the elevator will be exposed (see above photo). 
Upon closing the action, the elevator is recessed back, into the receiver and is not visible. This 
clears the loading port to allow ammunition to be loaded into the magazine. 

 

UNLOADING THE MOSSBERG 500  

Loading the Mossberg 500 is effectively the same as loading the Remington 870. 
However, unloading the Mossberg is somewhat different. 

 
To unload the Mossberg 500, depress the Action Bar Lock and slowly pull the forearm 

reward until the live shotshell is withdrawn from the chamber and is visible in the ejection port. 
Remove the shotshell by hand. 

 
Continue to pull the forearm reward until the next shotshell is released from the magazine 

and is resting on the elevator. Rotate the shotgun so the ejection port is facing downward and let 
the shotshell fall out of the ejection port. 

 
Then push the forearm all the way forward. Maintain control of the weapon with the 

muzzle pointed in a safe direction. Keep the shotgun in the pocket of your shoulder. Use your 
support side hand to depress the cartridge stop located along the left side of the receiver, near the 
magazine. Depress the cartridge stop and allow a short shell to be released into the receiver. Trap 
the shotshell in your hand and then secure it either in the Side Saddle, or in a pocket. Repeat this 
process until the magazine is empty. Visually inspect to make sure the magazine is empty. 

 

REMINGTON AND MOSSBERG USER MANUALS 

The Remington 870 and Mossberg 500 Factory User Manuals are included in your 
training materials. Refer to these manuals for the loading, unloading, function, disassembly and 
cleaning of the particular weapon you are using. Be sure to periodically check the Remington 
and Mossberg websites for updated safety information, or updated user manuals.  


